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Abstract. In this paper we study the overhead introduced by secure
functions in considering two models of non-repudiation protocols. The
models are specified using the Markovian process algebra PEPA. The
basic model suffers from the well known state space explosion problem
when tackled using Markov chain analysis. Following previous study of
performance modelling on security protocols, mean value analysis and
fluid flow approximation based on ordinary differential equations (ODEs)
have been chosen as efficient analysis techniques. Mean value analysis is
an efficient exact method for deriving a limited set of metrics for large
numbers of clients involved in the protocols. Fluid flow approximations
can be adopted to solve the system with extremely large populations
and potentially derive a wider range of metrics. Additionally, Functional
Rates has been adopted in the second model to avoid unintended system
behaviour. The models are analyzed numerically and results derived from
mean value analysis are compared with the ODE solution.
1 Introduction
Research investigating the overhead introduced by making a system secure has
emerged as an active topic in recent years. It is clear that in adding more se-
cure functionality to a system, the overall performance is potentially degraded.
Cryptographic protocols are one of the few areas of security have been received
attention from both security and performance communities [2, 7, 8, 1]. A Key
Distribution Centre (key exchange protocol) has been studied in our previous
work, which shows the possibility of modelling by a stochastic process algebra
PEPA and analysis by several alternative techniques [16, 13, 14].
In this paper, we focus on that how we can apply the modelling and analysis
techniques which we developed in the Key Distribution Centre study, to two non-
repudiation protocols. Firstly, partial evaluation [3] has been adopted for model
simplification. Then, we use mean value analysis and fluid flow approximations to
solve models with large populations. Mean value analysis (MVA) is a method for
deriving performance metrics based on observations of closed queueing networks
which has been applied to the Markovian process algebra [14]. It is relatively
computationally efficient for exact results as long as the system involves only
moderately large population size. The computational effort grows linearly with
population size. Fluid flow approximations (based on ODEs) analyse the system
as a deterministic fluid flow, rather than as a discrete stochastic system [6]. The
original PEPA model can be depicted as coupled ordinary differential equations
which are amenable for numerical analysis. This form of analysis is very scalable
and can be applied to potentially massive populations. Moreover, Functional
Rates (rates depend on current state of the system) has been adopted to solve
a limitation of second model.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. In the next section we
introduce the two non-repudiation protocols to be modelled. This is followed by
a brief review of the stochastic process algebra PEPA. Section 4 introduces the
PEPA models of two non-repudiation protocols, followed by numerical results in
Section 5. Section 6 describes some of the problems with the current mean value
analysis approach in PEPA and presents some extended numerical results. After
that, Functional Rates has been utilized to solve the problem of unintended race
and illustrated by some numerical results in Section 7. Finally some conclusions
are drawn and areas of further work described.
2 Non-repudiation protocols
A non-repudiation service will prevent either of the principals involved from
denying the contract after the agreement. The two protocols depicted here were
first proposed by Zhou and Gollmann [17, 18] and use a non-repudiation server,
known as a Trusted Third Party (TTP). We denote these two protocols by ZG1
and ZG3, respectively.
2.1 ZG1 Specification
– A: originator of the non-repudiation exchange
– B: recipient of the non-repudiation exchange
– TTP : on-line trusted third party provide network services accessible to the
public
– M : message sent from A to B
– C: ciphertext for message M
– K: message key defined by A
– NRO = sSA(fNRO, B, L,C) : Non-repudiation of origin for M
– NRR = sSB(fNRR, A, L,C) : Non-repudiation of receipt of M
– sub K = sSA(fSUB , B, L,K) : proof of submission of K
– con K = sST (fCON , A,B, L,K) : confirmation of K issued by TTP
First, A sends the ciphertext (C) and a non-repudiation origin (NRO) for
messageM to B, and then B replies back with a non-repudiation receipt (NRR)
to A. Now B possesses the ciphertext, but cannot read it as he still hasn’t got
the key to decrypt M . According to the non-repudiation requirement, B is not
a trusted agency to A for sending the key directly to B, they only can resort to
a trusted third party (TTP ). After receiving the key and proof of submission
(sub K), the TTP will generate a confirmation of K (con K) and publish in a
read only public area. Finally, B can get the key from this public area to decrypt
ciphertext (C) and A fetches the confirmation of submission as non-repudiation
evidence.
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Fig. 1. A non-repudiation protocol invented by Zhou&Gollmann (ZG1)
(sendB) 1.A→ B : fNRO, B, L,C,NRO
(sendA) 2.B → A : fNRR, A, L,NRR
(sendTTP ) 3.A→ TTP : fSUB , B, L,K, sub K
(publish&
getByB) 4.B ↔ TTP : fCON , A,B, L,K, con K
(publish&
getByA) 5.A↔ TTP : fCON , A,B, L,K, con K
2.2 ZG3 specification
– L: a unique label chosen by TTP to identify the message M
– Ts : the time that TTP received A’s submission
– Td : the time that TTP delivered and available to B
– NRO = sSA(fNRO, TTP,B,M) : non-repudiation of origin for M
– NRS = sSD(fNRS , A,B, Ts, L,NRO) : non-repudiation of submission of M
– NRR = sSB(fNRR, TTP,A,L,NRO) : non-repudiation of receiving a mes-
sage labelled L
– NRD = sSD(fNRD, A,B, Td, L,NRR) : non-repudiation of delivery of M
ZG1 describes a non-repudiation protocol with minimized involvement of a
trusted third party, acting as a “low weight notary”. However, timing evidence of
sending and receiving is required in some applications; hence ZG3 can be adopted
in this situation. A sends the plaintext (M) and a non-repudiation origin (NRO)
to the trusted third part (TTP ), and then fetches the time of receiving (Ts)
and non-repudiation of submission (NRS) from a public area, after TTP has
published this information. The TTP tells B it received M from A by sending
the NRO. B generates a non-repudiation of receiving for TTP following. Finally,
B and A can fetch M and the time of delivery (Td), with other non-repudiation
evidence, from the public area, after the TTP has published.
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Fig. 2. Another non-repudiation protocol invented by Zhou&Gollmann (ZG3)
(request) 1.A→ TTP : fNRO, TTP,B,M,NRO
(response&
getByA1) 2.A↔ TTP : fNRS , A,B, Ts, L,NRS
(response) 3.TTP → B : A,L,NRO
(sendTTP ) 4.B → TTP : fNRR, L,NRR
(response&
getByB) 5.B ↔ TTP : L,M
(response&
getByA2) 6.A↔ TTP : fNRD, Td, L,NRR,NRD
3 PEPA
A formal presentation of PEPA is given in [5], in this section a brief informal
summary is presented. PEPA, being a Markovian Process Algebra, only sup-
ports actions that occur with rates that are negative exponentially distributed.
Specifications written in PEPA represent Markov processes and can be mapped
to a continuous time Markov chain (CTMC). Systems are specified in PEPA in
terms of activities and components. An activity (α, r) is described by the type of
the activity, α, and the rate of the associated negative exponential distribution,
r. This rate may be any positive real number, or given as unspecified using the
symbol ⊤.
The syntax for describing components is given as:
P ::= (α, r).P |P +Q|P/L|P ⊲⊳
L
Q|A
The component (α, r).P performs the activity of type a at rate r and then
behaves like P . The component P + Q behaves either like P or like Q, the
resultant behaviour being given by the first activity to complete.
The component P/L behaves exactly like P except that the activities in the
set L are concealed, their type is not visible and instead appears as the unknown
type τ .
Concurrent components can be synchronised, P ⊲⊳
L
Q, such that activities in
the cooperation set L involve the participation of both components. In PEPA
the shared activity occurs at the slowest of the rates of the participants and if
a rate is unspecified in a component, the component is passive with respect to
the activities of that type. A
def
= P gives the constant A the behaviour of the
component P . The shorthand P ||Q is used to denote synchronisation over no
actions, i.e. P ⊲⊳
∅
Q. We employ some further shorthand that has been commonly
used in the study of large parallel systems. We denote A[N ] to mean that there
are N instances of A in parallel, i.e. A|| . . . ||A.
In this paper we consider only models which are cyclic, that is, every deriva-
tive of components P and Q are reachable in the model description P ⊲⊳
L
Q.
Necessary conditions for a cyclic model may be defined on the component and
model definitions without recourse to the entire state space of the model.
4 PEPA models of non-repudiation
Following the approach established in the analysis of other security protocols,
we form a simple translation from the protocol specification into a simple PEPA
model and extend this to the multiple client case.
4.1 ZG1 PEPA Model
We begin by forming components of a pair of principals A and B.
TTP
def
= (publish, rp).TTP
A0
def
= (sendB, rb).A1
A1
def
= (sendA, ra).A2
A2
def
= (sendTTP, rt).A3
A3
def
= (publish, rp).A4
A4
def
= (geyByA, rga).A5
A5
def
= (work, rw).A0
B0
def
= (sendB, rb).B1
B1
def
= (sendA, ra).B2
B2
def
= (publish, rp).B3
B3
def
= (getByB, rgb).B4
B4
def
= (work, rw).B0
SystemZG1
def
= TTP [K] ⊲⊳
publish
(A0⊲⊳
L
B0)[N ]
Where, L = {sendB, sendA,work}.
In order to simplify the model specification and analysis, we combine A
and B into a new component called AB, using a process referred to as partial
evaluation [3]. This gives rise to the following description for the complete system
when there are N pairs of principals.
TTP
def
= (publish, rp).TTP
AB0
def
= (sendB, rb).AB1
AB1
def
= (sendA, ra).AB2
AB2
def
= (sendTTP, rt).AB3
AB3
def
= (publish, rp).AB4
AB4
def
= (getByA, rga).AB5
+(getByB, rgb).AB6
AB5
def
= (getByB, rgb).AB7
AB6
def
= (getByA, rga).AB7
AB7
def
= (work, rw).AB0
SystemZG1
def
= TTP [K] ⊲⊳
publish
AB0[N ]
AB0 to AB7 in the above ZG1 PEPA model denote the different behaviours
of the AB component, and its evolution along the sequence of prescribed actions
in the protocol. The choice from AB4 to AB5 and AB6 means step 4 and step 5
in ZG1 can happen in any order. The work action is used to define that B can
do something with the key and ciphertext after he has obtained these, before
returning to the state AB0 to make a new request again, which forms a working
cycle to investigate the steady state.
4.2 ZG3 PEPA Model
Once again we begin by defining the behaviour of a pair of principals.
TTP
def
= (response, rp).TTP
A0
def
= (request, rt1).A1
A1
def
= (response, rp).A2
A2
def
= (getByA1, rga1).A3
A3
def
= (response, rp).A4
A4
def
= (sendTTP, rt2).A5
A5
def
= (response, rp).A6
A6
def
= (getByA2, rga2).A7
A7
def
= (work, rw).A0
B0
def
= (response, rp).B1
B1
def
= (getByA1, rga1).B2
B2
def
= (response, rp).B3
B3
def
= (sendTTP, rt2).B4
B4
def
= (response, rp).B5
B5
def
= (getByB, rgb).B6
B6
def
= (work, rw).B0
SystemZG3
def
= TTP [K] ⊲⊳
response
(A0⊲⊳
L
B0)[N ]
Where, L = {getByA1, sendTTP,work}.
As before these are combined to form the merged component AB in the
description of the complete system.
TTP
def
= (response, rp).TTP
AB0
def
= (request, rt1).AB1
AB1
def
= (response, rp).AB2
AB2
def
= (getByA1, rga1).AB3
AB3
def
= (response, rp).AB4
AB4
def
= (sendTTP, rt2).AB5
AB5
def
= (response, rp).AB6
AB6
def
= (getByB, rgb).AB7
+(getByA2, rga2).AB8
AB7
def
= (getByA2, rga2).AB9
AB8
def
= (getByB, rgb).AB9
AB9
def
= (work, rw).AB0
SystemZG3
def
= TTP [K] ⊲⊳
response
AB0[N ]
The PEPA model of ZG3 has a similar structure to that for ZG1. The main
difference is the TTP component in ZG3 should respond three times for different
requests in one cycle, which increases the difficulty of modelling and analysis, as
discussed in Section 6.
4.3 Mean value analysis
Mean value analysis (MVA) is considered as an efficient method as it negates
the need to generate the entire state space. Hence, certain average metrics can
be obtained without large computational effort, even for models with many syn-
chronised components (in the cases presented here, this means for large values
of N). Previously, we have considered how mean value analysis (MVA) can be
applied to a more general class of PEPA model [14]. In this subsection, a brief
description is presented for the specific models investigated here.
According to the Arrival Theorem [9, 12], a customer in transit between two
nodes in a closed Markovian queueing network (with certain characteristics) will,
on average, observe the system in steady state without themselves present. Thus,
using Little’s Law, the average state of a system of N customers may be derived
from the average state of a system of N − 1 customers. Since we can easily
compute the steady state probabilities when there is just one component, we
can iteratively derive the average state for any N ; this, in essence, is the notion
of mean value analysis [11].
It is possible to characterise a class of closed queueing network amenable to
mean value analysis in PEPA [14]. This class has the following structure.
QStationi
def
= (servicei, ri).QStationi , ∀i ∈M
Jobi
def
=
M∑
j=1
(servicei, pijri).Jobj , 1 ≤ i ≤M
System
def
=
( ∏
∀i∈M
QStationi[Ki]
)
⊲⊳
L
Job1[N ]
Where, 0 ≤ pij ≤ 1 and
M∑
j=1
pij = 1 , 1 ≤ i ≤M
L is the set of all action types servicei where i ∈ M and M = {1, 2, . . . ,M} is
the set of all queueing stations. Note that ri must always be specified as finite,
and not ⊤.
This class of PEPA model can be shown to be amenable to mean value
analysis whereby we use the average number of derivatives of each type Jobj for
a given N to derive the average response time for action servicei for N +1, and
consequently compute the average number of derivatives of each type Jobj for
N + 1. Since we trivially know the average number of derivatives when N = 0,
this forms a simple iterative solution.
There are three key points should be addressed for the models studied here.
First, in order to apply this characteristic model amenable to mean value analysis
to ZG1 and ZG3, the branching actions have been modified to have the same
name in each model (see the equations below for each model respectively). This
modification does not affect the analysis and is merely a consequence of the way
in which the class has been specified.
AB4
def
= (get, rga).AB5 + (get, rgb).AB6 (ZG1)
AB6
def
= (get, rgb).AB7 + (get, rga2).AB8 (ZG3)
The second factor is the calculation of a quantity referred to as the visit count
(Vi). This quantity specifies the number of times a derivative Jobi is encountered,
relative to some reference derivative JobI . For both models here, all Vi is 1, except
the branching points. For ZG1:
V5 =
rga
rga + rgb
V6 =
rgb
rga + rgb
For ZG3:
V7 =
rgb
rga2 + rgb
V8 =
rga2
rga2 + rgb
The final observation is that the rates of the response actions in ZG3 are the
same in AB1, AB3 and AB5. This restriction is necessary in order to restrict the
overall service rate at the TTP. Whilst this can affect the performance estimation
of individual parts of the protocol, this restriction has negligible effect of on
overall mean system performance.
4.4 ODE analysis
ODE analysis is an approximate analysis technique based on the solution of cou-
pled ordinary differential equations (ODEs), first applied to stochastic process
algebra by Hillston [6]. In this style of model analysis, the model is expressed
as a finite number of replicated components and ODEs which represent the flow
between behaviours of the components. Thus, by solving the ODEs, it is possible
to count the number of components behaving as a given derivative at any given
time, t. In the absence of oscillations, the limit, t −→∞, then tends to a steady
state value.
It is important to note that the ODE approach transforms the original
stochastic discrete event system to a deterministic continuous system. In do-
ing so, we consider fractions of any component behaving in some way at any
given time, which may be difficult to interpret in a physical system. Further-
more, ODE analysis is only applicable to certain classes of model. Despite these
restrictions, the technique is extremely useful when considering very large num-
bers of components.
In experiments we have performed with different models, we have observed
that the ODEs give good predictions of the steady state behaviour only when
there is at most one active minimum function [15]. This condition holds for the
models considered here as there is only one type of Trusted Third Party.
The results we obtain are not exact, but converge on the true value as the
number of customers increases. There is a point of maximum error, the location
of which we can predict by deriving the point at which the two sides of the
minimum function coincide.
The ODEs for ZG1 and ZG3 can be derived following the approach of Hill-
ston [6].
ODEs of ZG1:
d
dt
AB0 = rwAB7(t)− rbAB0(t)
d
dt
AB1 = rbAB0(t)− raAB1(t)
d
dt
AB2 = raAB1(t)− rtAB2(t)
d
dt
AB3 = rtAB2(t)− rpmin(AB3(t), TTP (t))
d
dt
AB4 = rpmin(AB3(t), TTP (t))
−rgaAB4(t)− rgbAB4(t)
d
dt
AB5 = rgaAB4(t)− rgbAB5(t)
d
dt
AB6 = rgbAB4(t)− rgaAB6(t)
d
dt
AB7 = rgbAB5(t) + rgaAB6(t)− rwAB7(t)
d
dt
TTP = 0
ODEs of ZG3:
ddt
AB0 = rwAB9(t)− rt1AB0(t)
d
dt
AB1 = rt1AB0(t)− [rp
AB1(t)
AB1(t) +AB3t+AB5(t)
×min(AB1(t) +AB3(t) +AB5(t), TTP (t))]
d
dt
AB2 = −rga1AB2(t) + [rp
AB1(t)
AB1(t) +AB3t+AB5(t)
×min(AB1(t) +AB3(t) +AB5(t), TTP (t))]
d
dt
AB3 = rga1AB2(t)− [rp
AB3(t)
AB1(t) +AB3t+AB5(t)
×min(AB1(t) +AB3(t) +AB5(t), TTP (t))]
d
dt
AB4 = −rt2AB4(t) + [rp
AB3(t)
AB1(t) +AB3t+AB5(t)
×min(AB1(t) +AB3(t) +AB5(t), TTP (t))]
d
dt
AB5 = rt2AB4(t)− [rp
AB5(t)
AB1(t) +AB3t+AB5(t)
×min(AB1(t) +AB3(t) +AB5(t), TTP (t))]
d
dt
AB6 = −rgbAB6(t)
−rga2AB6(t) + [rp
AB5(t)
AB1(t) +AB3t+AB5(t)
×min(AB1(t) +AB3(t) +AB5(t), TTP (t))]
d
dt
AB7 = rgbAB6(t)− rga2AB7(t)
d
dt
AB8 = rga2AB6(t)− rgbAB8(t)
d
dt
AB9 = rga2AB7(t) + rgbAB8(t)− rwAB9(t)
d
dt
TTP = 0
These ODEs can be solved in a number of ways. Most commonly they are
simulated with a suitably small time step over a long period. This gives rise to a
trace of component numbers over time. Alternatively, if we assume that a steady
state exists, the ODEs can be solved analytically at the limit by taking d
dt
ABi =
0, ∀i, and solving the resultant set of simple simultaneous equations. Either
approach gives an efficient numerical computation, even when N is extremely
large.
Our analysis is interested primarily in the number of clients waiting for a
publish (or response in ZG3) action from the TTP , as the clients can then
fetch what they need from the public area or obtain a service results. This is
represented in the model by the number of AB3 in ZG1, AB1, AB3 and AB5
in ZG3. The average queuing length L(N) is the number of requests awaiting a
response from the TTP . It is the number of the AB3 (in ZG1), or AB1, AB3
and AB5 (in ZG3), derivatives when t −→ ∞ when there are N customers in
the population.
The average response time is another interesting metric for us. To obtain this
we apply the arrival theorem. If an arriving request sees a free server, then the
average response time will be the average service time. However, if the random
observer sees all the servers busy, then the average response time will be the
average service time plus the time it takes for one server to become available
(including scheduling the other jobs waiting ahead of the random observer). This
gives rise to the following equations.
W (N) =
1
rp
, L(N − 1) + 1 ≤ K
W (N) =
1
rp
+
L(N − 1) + 1−K
Krp
=
L(N − 1) + 1
Krp
, L(N − 1) + 1 > K
5 Numerical results
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Fig. 3. Average number of waiting jobs of ZG1 calculated by the ODE and MVA,
rp = rb = ra = rt = rga = rgb = 1, rw = 0.01
Figure 3 shows the average number of waiting client requests calculated by
MVA compared with ODE results. Obviously, the average number of waiting
clients increases as the population size increases. The rate of increase is initially
slow, but is far greater when N is large.
As we would expect, the results from ODE analysis are acceptable when
N is very small or very large. The maximum divergence point emerges when
N = 110, the further we go beyond this point, the more accurate the results
become. Hence, if we set this case in a real situation, ODE analysis becomes
the best choice as its efficiency and accuracy when N larger than about 150, as
MVA tends to compute more slowly for larger N . The results of ODE analysis
for larger numbers of clients are presented in Figure 4. The ODEs are solved in
Matlab within less than one minute for largest case (N = 108) in our graph,
rather than MVA which takes more than 20 minutes when N is 105.
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Fig. 4. Average number of waiting jobs of ZG1 calculated by the ODE, rp = rb = ra =
rt = rga = rgb = 1, rw = 0.01
Figure 5 shows the average number of waiting jobs at the TTP , for different
values of service (publish) rate, rp, varied with population size, N . The compar-
ison is between a single server and multiple servers with the same total service
capacity. In initial stages (small N and small average queue length), the case
of rp = 0.2 and K = 3 shows the worst performance(longer queueing size), as
not all serves have been utilised and the working servers have lower capabil-
ity. Therefore, we can see a linear growth of queueing length when K = 3 and
N < 50. However, once the population grows sufficiently for all servers to be
highly utilised, then the three cases will show identical performance. Obviously,
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Fig. 5. Average number of waiting jobs of ZG1 varied with population size calculated
by the MVA, rb = ra = rt = rga = rgb = 1, rw = 0.01
when demand is low, it is better to have one fast server than several slow ones,
but as demand increases, only the overall service capacity matters.
This situation is clearer when we plot the average response time varied with
number of clients in Figure 6. The average response time does not change when
there are a small number of clients involved in the system, but the performance
converges once there are sufficiently large populations.
Under assumption of the same rate of response for derivatives of AB1, AB3
and AB5, ZG3 performs very similar to ZG1 as illustrated in Figure 7, Figure
8 and Figure 9 with the same parameters to ZG1 model. According to the as-
sumption, AB1, AB3 and AB5 always have the same value. Therefore, we choose
one of them to be presented in these three figures.
Figure 10 compares the performance between ZG1 and ZG3. Obviously, as
TTP in ZG1 is designed as a “low weight notary”, the number of waiting requests
at TTP of ZG1 always be smaller than that in ZG3 with the same parameters.
However, a system engineer should clearly be very careful to choose either of
these two protocols based on the trade off between performance and the need
for added security functionality.
6 Limitations and Extended results
We have specified the ZG3 model using the same service (response) rate, as
there are two main difficulties if publishing with different rates for derivative
AB1, AB3 and AB5. Firstly, if the TTP serves the three jobs with different
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Fig. 6. Average response time of ZG1 varied with population size calculated by the
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rates, PEPA model of ZG3 is intuitively written like
TTP
def
= (response1, rp1).TTP + (response2, rp2).TTP
+(response3, rp3).TTP
However, this expression gives rise to a race between response1, response2
and response3 in PEPA, which does not capture the intended behaviour of actual
system. This problem can be solved by using Functional Rates and see details
in next section.
Another problem is the average response time calculation with different ser-
vice rates at the TTP with multiple servers using MVA. In this case, in order
to obtain the response time, the time it takes for one TTP server to become
available should be calculated first. However, in FCFS queueing this requires us
to know the queued order of the requests, which is clearly infeasible. We can
only obtain the response time for three responding rates when there is a single
TTP server. Thus, the waiting time for an arriving request is the time for a
single TTP server to respond to all the requests in the queue, which does not
require any knowledge about the order in which requests are queued.
This situation has been illustrated in Figure 11, which we include here as
an indication of the kind of scenario we could investigate. Here W (1), W (3)
and W (5) denotes the response times for the three responding actions by the
TTP in the ZG3 protocol, with the rates rp1,rp2 and rp3 respectively. These are
equivalent to the derivatives AB1, AB3 and AB5 in the PEPA model. Clearly,
the average response time for the second job type is slightly larger than first
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one and smaller than third job, because of the reciprocal ratio between response
time and responding rate. However, average response time of all three job types
grow at the same rate. The reason is obviously that the time for processing all
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the requests already within the queue is the same, only the time to process the
arriving request differs. Thus, the difference between the response times of these
three response actions is a constant.
It is also interesting to note that the differences that occur as we alter the
rate of the second and third response action. This difference between the two
sets of curves is quite significant, far more so than we might naively expect. The
initial stage (N = 1 ∼ 5) of the average response time of the second type of
jobs (W (3)) becomes larger as response rate decreases. Nevertheless, all three
job types tends to respond quicker than the first set as N increases, because the
average service time (1/rp1 + 1/rp2 + 1/rp3) is decreased, and the proportion of
this type of request waiting at the TTP is smaller.
7 Functional Rates Specification
As we mentioned the first limitation in previous section, the race gives over
capacity of the servers. Each type of services should only stick on this type of
customers. Therefore, the actual service rate in our model becomes a function
of number of each type of customers waiting for the service. The model with
functional rates can be composed following:
AB0
def
= (request, rt1).AB1
AB1
def
= (publish1, rx1).AB2
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Fig. 10. Average number of waiting jobs with ZG1 and ZG3 calculated by the MVA,
rp = rt1 = rga1 = rb = rt2 = rgb = rga2 = 1, rw = 0.01
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AB2
def
= (getByA1, rga1).AB3
AB3
def
= (sendB, rx3).AB4
AB4
def
= (sendTTP, rt2).AB5
AB5
def
= (publish2, rx2).AB6
AB6
def
= (getByB, rgb).AB7
+(getByA2, rga2).AB8
AB7
def
= (getByA2, rga2).AB9
AB8
def
= (getByB, rgb).AB9
AB9
def
= (work, rw).AB0
TTP
def
= (publish1, rx1).TTP
+(publish2, rx2).TTP
+(sendB, rx3).TTP
System
def
= TTP [K] ⊲⊳
publish1,publish2,sendB
AB0[N ]
Where,
rx1 = rp1
AB1(t)
AB1(t)+AB3(t)+AB5(t)
min(AB1(t) +AB3(t) +AB5(t), TTP (t)),
rx2 = rp2
AB5(t)
AB1(t)+AB3(t)+AB5(t)
min(AB1(t) +AB3(t) +AB5(t), TTP (t)).
rx3 = rb
AB3(t)
AB1(t)+AB3(t)+AB5(t)
min(AB1(t) +AB3(t) +AB5(t), TTP (t)).
publish1, publish2, sendB are the different action names corresponding to response
in ZG3 model in section 4.2.
In this ZG3 PEPA model, we specified the functional rates for each coopera-
tion under action publish1, publish2 and sendB by rx1, rx2 and rx3, respectively,
which instead of rp1, rp2 and rb. Each of these function describes a production
of the actual service rate if one job in the system(rp1, rp2 or rb), proportion of
number of waiting jobs of each type (ABi∗ ((AB1+AB3+AB5)−1), i = 1, 3, 5)
and the times of doing service (min(TTP,AB1+AB3+AB5)), which stick each
service only on its job type to eliminates the potential race.
There are several ways to solve this model. The most convenient and direct
way is loading the PEPA in IPC(International PEPA Compiler) [19] tool and
solve it. As this tool is still under development and only works well in Unix
environment, it has not been adopted by us. Another PEPA tool “PEPA eclipse
plug-in” [20, 21] is more popular and usable, but does not support PEPA model
with functional rates. However, a CDML (Chemical Model Definition Language)
format model is possible to equivalently generated from above PEPA model by
latest version of “PEPA eclipse plug-in”, which can contain rates function and
is able to be analyzed by fluid flow approach (based on ODE) or stochastic
simulation that supported by the tool. Following CMDL model is generated by
eclipse plug-in and modified with functional rates.
//Rates //Population sizes
rb = 1.0; AB0 = N ;
rga1 = 1.0; AB1 = 0;
rga2 = 1.0; AB2 = 0;
rgb = 1.0; AB3 = 0;
rp1 = 1.0; AB4 = 0;
rp2 = 1.0; AB5 = 0;
rt1 = 1.0; AB6 = 0;
rt2 = 1.0; AB7 = 0;
rw = 0.01; AB8 = 0;
AB9 = 0;
TTP = K;
//Reactions
getByA1, AB2 → AB3, rga1;
getByA21, AB6 → AB7, rga2;
getByA22, AB8 → AB9, rga2;
getByB1, AB6 → AB8, rgb;
getByB2, AB7 → AB9, rgb;
publish1, TTP +AB1 → TTP +AB2, rx1;
publish2, TTP +AB5 → TTP +AB6, rx2;
request, AB0 → AB1, rt1;
sendB, TTP +AB3 → TTP +AB4, rx3;
sendTTP,AB4 → AB5, rt2;
work,AB9 → AB0, rw;
Where,
rx1 = [rp1 ∗AB1 ∗ ((AB1 +AB3 +AB5)
−1) ∗min(TTP,AB1 +AB3 +AB5)]
rx2 = [rp2 ∗AB5 ∗ ((AB1 +AB3 +AB5)
−1) ∗min(TTP,AB1 +AB3 +AB5)]
rx3 = [rb ∗AB3 ∗ ((AB1 +AB3 +AB5)
−1) ∗min(TTP,AB1 +AB3 +AB5)]
This CMDL format model is formed byRates, Population sizes andReactions
three parts. The Rates section is exactly the same as which specified in PEPA
model. Population sizes contains the initial population of all derivatives and
components. In our scenario, there are N pair clients haven’t started any be-
haviours in initial stage, that are represented by AB0 = N and other derivatives
have no population. K is the population of TTP all the time as no derivatives
associated with it. The most important and main section of CMDL definition is
Reactions, in which system behaviours defined as all actions name, individual
state transitions and their rates.
The final solution is in manual way by generating a set of ODEs which rep-
resent the PEPA Model, then solving these ODEs by any mathematical tools,
i.e. MatLab. This kind of method is not convenient in terms of personal ef-
fort(writing ODEs and scripting code), however, more flexible. The set of ODEs
with functional rates can be derived following:
ddt
AB0 = rwAB9(t)− rt1AB0(t)
d
dt
AB1 = rt1AB0(t)− [rp1
AB1(t)
AB1(t) +AB3t+AB5(t)
×min(AB1(t) +AB3(t) +AB5(t), TTP (t))]
d
dt
AB2 = −rga1AB2(t) + [rp1
AB1(t)
AB1(t) +AB3t+AB5(t)
×min(AB1(t) +AB3(t) +AB5(t), TTP (t))]
d
dt
AB3 = rga1AB2(t)− [rb
AB3(t)
AB1(t) +AB3t+AB5(t)
×min(AB1(t) +AB3(t) +AB5(t), TTP (t))]
d
dt
AB4 = −rt2AB4(t) + [rb
AB3(t)
AB1(t) +AB3t+AB5(t)
×min(AB1(t) +AB3(t) +AB5(t), TTP (t))]
d
dt
AB5 = rt2AB4(t)− [rp2
AB5(t)
AB1(t) +AB3t+AB5(t)
×min(AB1(t) +AB3(t) +AB5(t), TTP (t))]
d
dt
AB6 = −rgbAB6(t)
−rga2AB6(t) + [rp2
AB5(t)
AB1(t) +AB3t+AB5(t)
×min(AB1(t) +AB3(t) +AB5(t), TTP (t))]
d
dt
AB7 = rgbAB6(t)− rga2AB7(t)
d
dt
AB8 = rga2AB6(t)− rgbAB8(t)
d
dt
AB9 = rga2AB7(t) + rgbAB8(t)− rwAB9(t)
d
dt
TTP = 0
7.1 Numerial Rsults
In fore parts of this paper, an assumption of the same action name and the same
rates has been made for publish1, publish2 and sendB. With functional rates,
now more general scenario can be investigated. e.g. any differences between these
three TTP services.
Figure 12 shows the average queue length varied with number of customer
involved in this non-repudiation system solved by ODE solution supported by
the tool. The diverge part emerge out inN = 14 and 16 for two curves. According
to commonly known principal, further from this area, more accurate under ODE
analysis. However, this does not really affect our analysis, and the diverge point
can be exactly predicted, following our previous research [13]. Queuing length
is increasing when more customers join in the system for both cases. In case of
rp1 = 0.5 and rp2 = 0.2, number of waiting jobs is always larger than another
one, as the lower average service rate. In addition, queue length of this set of
parameters increases faster, this because slower sever get more burden when its
work increasing.
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Fig. 12. Average queue length varied with population size calculated by the ODE,
rb = rt1 = rga1 = rb = rt2 = rgb = rga2 = 1, rw = 0.01, K = 1
To calculate average response time, the equations which proposed in Section
4.4 can no longer be adopted. As the second limitation we described in Section
6, response time is not able to be calculated in case of multiple servers and
multi-type services in one station. However, if we assume there is just one sever
in a queueing station, the average response time is the average service time of all
jobs ahead to the random observer plus the time to serve the random observer,
according to random observer of queueing theory [10]. Sticking on our case(ZG3),
the equation can be written following:
W =
L(1)
rp1
+
L(3)
rb
+
L(5)
rp2
+
1
ri
, ri = rp1, rb, rp2
Where, ri is service rate depends on type of random observer; L(1),L(3) and
L(5) are number of different types of waiting jobs.
Above equation have been adopted to calculate average response time varied
with system capacity by individual service behaviours in Figure 13. Here W (1),
W (3) and W (5) denotes the response times for the three responding actions by
the TTP in the protocol, with the rates rp1,rb and rp2 respectively. These are
equivalent to the derivatives AB1, AB3 and AB5 in the PEPA model. Clearly,
the average response time for the first job type is slightly larger than third
one (AB5) and smaller than second job (AB3), because of the reciprocal ratio
between response time and responding rate. However, average response time of
all three job types grow at the same rate. The reason is obviously that the time
for processing all the requests already within the queue is the same, only the
time to process the arriving request differs. Thus, the difference between the
response times of these three response actions is a constant.
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Fig. 13. Average response time varied with population size calculated by the ODE,
rb = rt1 = rga1 = rb = rt2 = rgb = rga2 = 1, rw = 0.01, K = 1
When we alter the rate of the second and third response action, the difference
between the two sets of curves is quite significant, far more so than we might
naively expect.The initial stage (N = 1 ∼ 6) of the average response time of the
first type of jobs (W (1)) becomes larger as response rate decreases. Nevertheless,
all three job types tends to respond quicker than the first set as N increases,
because the average service time (1/rp1 + 1/rb + 1/rp2) is decreased, and the
proportion of this type of request waiting at the TTP is smaller.
Moreover, multiple servers can be analyzed and illustrated in Figure 14. Here,
L(1), L(3) and L(5) denotes the queuing lengths for the three responding actions
by the TTP in the protocol, corresponding to AB1, AB3 and AB5 in the PEPA
model. In each set of curves, larger service rate results in a smaller number
of waiting customers. Generally, there are less number of jobs waiting if more
servers being provided. Nevertheless, the number of first type waiting jobs (L1)
with four TTP servers catches number of second type jobs with two TTP servers
when N = 145, as they are slowest and fast one in each set respectively.
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8 Conclusions and future work
In this paper we have applied both mean value analysis and fluid approxima-
tions to solve PEPA models of two non-repudiation protocols. Both approaches
enable systems with extremely large numbers of components to be solved effi-
ciently. When the population size, N , is very large, there is almost no difference
between the values obtained by either method, although the fluid approximation
is slightly quicker. However, when N is small the fluid approximation diverges
in the region around a known point, hence in such cases, mean value analysis is
preferable.
In addition, this study has highlighted some limitations with our approach.
However, the unintended race behaviour has been solved by applying functional
rates. For the average response time calculation, although we can solve this
scenario when there is only one server (at the trusted third party), we have not
been able to apply mean value analysis (even by using ODEs solution, we only
can obtain average queue length) to the case where there are multiple servers.
This limitation remain issues of further exploring.
The work presented here forms part of an ongoing investigation into tech-
niques for modelling and performance analysis of security protocols. The moti-
vation for this work is the need to be able to investigate the trade-off that often
exists between providing a secure environment and one that meets its temporal
requirements. In the continuation of this investigation we will consider further
protocols with more complex behaviour, e.g. multiple authentication parties and
broadcast mechanisms.
There is clearly a relationship between models amenable to mean value anal-
ysis and those with a product form. As yet we have not investigated whether the
models presented here have a product form solution, or an approximate product
form solution, although intuitively they should. We aim to use Harrison’s RCAT
approach [4] to investigate these issues.
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